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About the LevelTen Energy PPA Price Index
An Unprecedented Look at the Renewable Energy Market

How to Use the LevelTen Energy PPA Price Index

Each quarter, the LevelTen Energy PPA Price Index reports the prices
that wind and solar project developers have offered for power purchase
agreements (PPAs) available on the LevelTen Energy Marketplace, the
world’s largest collection of PPA pricing offers, spanning 21 countries in
North America and Europe.

By tracking how the P25 Index changes over time, LevelTen can alert the
industry to changes in the market that may make it more or less attractive.
We also give the industry a tool to see how macro-level factors, like
increased competition or regulatory changes, are impacting renewable
PPA prices.

The offers underlying our Index are from projects that are currently
under development and posted by developers to the LevelTen Energy
Marketplace, giving the industry a transparent and unprecedented look at
actual PPA price offers — not estimates of what PPA prices could or should
be.

It is critical to remember, however, that price does not equal value.
Because PPAs are complex transactions that can’t be valued on price
alone, LevelTen’s CFO-Ready™ Analytics — which are based on more than
a billion data points automatically calculated every day — give market
participants a much deeper understanding of the expected value, and
potential risk, of every PPA.
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Q2 2021 Methodology

LevelTen Energy PPA Price Index
The offer prices presented below are expressed on a per-megawatt-hour
basis within each country, and all offers conform to LevelTen’s pricing
standards, which include:
• a fixed price over the offer term;
• an as-generated production profile;
• a contract-for-differences structure - i.e. virtual PPA or financially
settled against a specific market reference price (typically the national
country price);
• standardized credit assumptions.
Data are based on PPA prices that assume financial settlement against the
hourly Day Ahead wholesale energy market price. We include only flat, asgenerated (i.e. unit-contingent) projects updated within the last 90 days.
All prices include the bundled energy attribute certificates (EACs).

Prices were offered across a range of project commercial operation
dates with contract tenors ranging from 10 to 15 years. Price data are
aggregated and reported in percentile buckets (e.g., “P25” refers to the
most competitive 25th percentile offer price).
In Q2 2021, we analyzed data on 274 price offers from 119 renewable
energy projects in 12 countries across Europe. We have reported only
on countries with offers in the LevelTen Energy Marketplace available to
all LevelTen partners and customers; additional projects in other markets
are available on the LevelTen Energy Marketplace and through custom
requests for proposals.

LevelTen Marketplace Developer Survey
LevelTen conducted an online survey of developers on the LevelTen
Energy Marketplace, and received 33 responses from developers with
projects in North America and/or Europe.
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About LevelTen Energy
To slow the rate of global warming and meet the growing demand for
renewable energy, the world needs to rapidly accelerate utility-scale renewable
energy project development. Unfortunately, the legacy processes developed
to help companies find renewable projects, analyze the financials, or run RFPs
are slow, manual, and can’t scale at the rate required to meet modern market
needs.
LevelTen Energy provides software that enables faster, safer and more efficient
transactions for the renewable energy industry, delivering the transaction
infrastructure required to accelerate the clean energy economy. LevelTen’s
platform provides renewable energy advisors, developers, large-scale buyers,
and financiers with instant access to the full market of renewable energy
projects, on two continents, combined with the automated analytics and
technology to get better deals done, faster.

Only LevelTen has:
• The industry’s largest renewable PPA marketplace,
delivering access to more than 4,000 pricing offers in 21
countries;
• Analytics that automatically calculate more than a billion
risk and value data points every day for our advisor
partners and customers; and
• A modern platform of automation software, developer
management, data quality control, and standardized
contracts —all to make faster and more efficient
renewable energy deals possible, and all presented in a
highly intuitive, user-friendly interface.

Get Access to the LevelTen Marketplace
Want to see it for yourself? Renewable energy buyers, advisors and developers
should email info@leveltenenergy.com to schedule a free consultation.
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Contributors
Maryssa Barron

As a member of LevelTen’s Developer
Services team, Maryssa works with
developers to upload fresh price offers
and the latest project development
status updates on the LevelTen Energy
Marketplace.

Will Jolley

As Director of Technical Sales, Will
supports LevelTen’s advisor partners and
clients, delivering the analysis they need to
select a PPA that will meet their goals.

Mitchell Reay

As Manager of Energy Modeling and Data
Science, Mitchell designs and implements
automated analytics for the Energy
Marketplace, and maintains the data that
informs our Price Index Reports.

Rob Collier

Rob is the VP of Developer Services,
ensuring that renewable energy buyers
and advisors have access to fresh supply,
and developers receive market intelligence
to make strategic business decisions.

Luis López-Polín

As a Senior Manager of Business
Development based in Madrid, Luis
supports renewable energy buyers
entering into PPAs in Europe.

Flemming Sørensen

Flemming is the VP of Europe, leading
LevelTen’s expansion across the continent
from our European headquarters in
Madrid.

Whitney Johnson

In addition to ensuring all project
data is up to date on the LevelTen
Energy Marketplace, as a member of
the developer services team, Whitney
facilitates the RFP process between buyers
and project developers.

Chinedu Oputa

As an analyst on LevelTen’s Developer
Services team, Chinedu contributes to
quarterly market intelligence reports that
give participating developers a competitive
edge.

Jason Tundermann

As Chief Operating Officer, Jason ensures
that our product, analytics, and Developer
Services teams work in unison to deliver a
stellar experience for buyers, developers,
and advisors.
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Key Takeaways
European solar prices increased during Q2, while wind prices remained flat:
•

The overall Blended Index for European PPA price offers on the LevelTen Energy
Marketplace remained flat, increasing only 0,9% from Q1 to Q2. Year-over-year, the
Blended Index rose 3,4%, or $1,50€ per MWh.

•

The P25 Index for solar offers rose by 1,9% during Q2, while the P25 Index for wind
offers remained effectively flat, decreasing only 0,02%.

•

Solar prices in the UK rose by 6,3% during Q2, while Danish solar prices increased
by 14,1%. On a year over year basis, Danish solar prices increased 30%. Among other
factors, rising wholesale electricity prices continue to put upward pressure on PPA
prices in both markets.

Spain’s renewable sector continues its explosive growth:
•

Spain surpassed Italy during Q2 as the European market with the largest share of total
offers from developers on the LevelTen Energy Marketplace, with more than one-third
of all offers. Spanish P25 solar prices fell a further 10,3% during Q2 and now sit at
30,50€; Europe’s lowest. Spanish P25 wind prices also dropped, decreasing by 6,2%.

•

Despite the fantastic success of the Spanish solar market, concerns over price
cannibalization are beginning to grow as the country’s solar buildout accelerates.

Italy’s solar market remains a hot, but competition hasn’t decreased prices:
•

•

Italy fell behind Spain this quarter in terms of percentage of offers on the Marketplace,
with 19,08% of all offers. However, while solar PPA prices in Spain have been dropping,
Italy’s prices have remained fairly flat over the past three quarters.
“Italy continues to be a hot market for solar development, but also suffers from lengthy
interconnection queues and arduous permitting red tape, which can slow down the
development process and prevent supply from keeping pace with demand,” said
Sørensen. “A recently introduced Italian law attempts to streamline the permitting
process, but only time will tell how effective this will be.”

Rising module costs and human rights imperatives strain solar supply chain:
•

In June, the U.S. issued a ban on solar imports that contain polysilicon sourced
from China’s Xinjiang province, following mounting accusations of human
rights violations against the Uyghiur Muslim minority. European governments
are also stepping up action against forced labor in supply chains. In July, the
European Commission published guidance that “enhances companies’ capacity
to eradicate forced labour from their value chains by providing concrete,
practical advice on how to identify, prevent, mitigate and address its risk.” If
passed, the Commission’s legislation on Sustainable Corporate Governance
would make such due diligence mandatory. Meanwhile, industry trade group
Solar Energy UK is advocating for the development of a traceability protocol.

•

In response, many developers and module suppliers around the world have
begun shifting their supply chains away from problematic producers. Solar
module costs were already on the rise, increasing 18% this year, and this issue
could push prices higher, as Xianjiang produces 45% of the world’s polysilicon
supply. According to this quarter’s survey of developers with solar projects on
the LevelTen Energy Marketplace, the vast majority of respondents (73%) said
they are increasing PPA prices as a result of the rising cost of polysilicon and
solar modules.

•

“LevelTen encourages buyers entering the market to include questions around
human rights in the supply chain and other social justice issues in their
requests for proposals, which will accelerate developers’ actions on these
issues in order to remain competitive,” said Collier.

Despite challenges, pace of project development not anticipated to slow:
•

The encouraging news is that the current rate of project development is
expected to continue. According to LevelTen’s developer survey this quarter,
only 12% of respondents said they were delaying projects, and none said they
were planning fewer projects as a result of rising PV module costs.
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Industry Insight
Italian Projects Slowed By Permitting
Delays

Poland’s Renewables Compete With
High Power Prices

Major Corporate Activity Fuels
Spain’s Competitive Market

“While Italy is becoming an increasingly hot market for PPAs,

“Despite expensive PPA prices, a dirty
electricity mix combined with high carbon
prices means corporate PPAs in Poland are still
competitive with high power prices. Companies
have announced over 220MW of PPAs in the
country in 2021.”

“Spain’s solidification as the most
competitive solar market in Europe is
backed by corporate PPA activity. In 2021
through June, large companies like Amazon,
Danone and Merck have announced nearly
700MW of PPAs, most of this for solar.”

Simplification Decree (final approval due by the end of July)

-Kyle Harrison, Head of Sustainability Research,

-Kyle Harrison, Head of Sustainability Research,

aims to streamline the process by (i) reducing the timeline

BloombergNEF

BloombergNEF

lengthy permitting procedures still represent a significant
bottleneck for renewable deployment. This is a critical issue
for policymakers, especially considering that the latest
government ambitions require ~6 GW of new capacity to be
installed on average until 2030. The Italian government has
been taking steps towards solving the permitting issue: the

for environmental assessments, (ii) allowing the Ministry for
the Ecologic Transition to step in to speed up authorisation
procedures and (iii) simplifying the authorizations for
repowering projects. The extent to which the new law will
be effective remains to be seen, however it should lead to an
acceleration of renewables buildout in the coming years. We
expect that most new projects will take the merchant route,
especially on the solar side, given the significant uncertainties
regarding the future of subsidy schemes, providing a further
boost to the growing PPA market in Italy.”
-Carlotta Piantieri, Senior Analyst, and Matteo Coriglioni,
Market Lead Italy, Aurora Energy Research
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How the Solar Industry is Responding to
Xinjiang and Rising Module Costs
LevelTen survey data suggests move will increase PPA prices, but development won’t be deterred
“The clean energy transition cannot come at the expense of human rights,” said Rob
Collier, Vice President of Developer Services at LevelTen Energy. “We are appalled and
deeply saddened by the horrific reports of human rights abuses in Xinjiang. No one
participating in the renewable supply chain, or in that of any other industry, should have
to endure the labor conditions being reported in the region.”
In May, the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) announced a pledge in which
hundreds of solar developers committed to “helping ensure that the solar supply chain
is free of forced labor” and supporting the “development of an industry-led solar supply
chain traceability protocol.” Many developers have already been moving away from
Xinjiang-based polysilicon, and indeed, such decisions have contributed to the supply
squeeze and price increases within the solar industry during the first half of 2021. Solar
On June 24, the United States took action against five major PV component producers
in China’s Xinjiang region over mounting accusations of human rights abuses against the
country’s Uyghur Muslim minority. Acting on allegations that a largely Uyghur workforce
was forced to work against their will to produce polysilicon — an essential component
of solar PV panels — the move aims to send a strong signal to Chinese silicon producers
that human rights abuses will not be tolerated within the solar industry’s supply chain.
Xinjiang produces 45% of the world’s polysilicon supply.

module prices have risen 18% since the start of the year after falling by 90% over the
previous decade.
LevelTen’s latest survey of solar project developers suggests that the ban on imports
and the rising price of solar modules will likely drive up solar PPA prices, continuing the
existing trend we’ve seen and reported in the LevelTen PPA Price Index. According to
LevelTen’s survey, 73% of respondents said they are increasing PPA prices as a result of
rising solar module costs. About a third plan to lower their rate of returns for projects,
while others will either rely on previously secured inventory, or delay projects.
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How the Solar Industry is Responding to
Xinjiang and Rising Module Costs
LevelTen does not expect rising PPA prices to soften demand in 2021; boards of

“At LevelTen, we make it a point to interview developers on their sourcing practices prior

directors, investors, governments, employees, and consumers will continue to push for

to matching projects with buyers, and we urge buyers on our Platform to incorporate the

sustainability commitments that will require all large energy consumers to turn toward

human impacts of their procurements into the core of their RFP process,” said Collier.

renewables. And as the awareness of — and objection to — human rights abuses in the

“The renewable transition is about much more than simply decarbonizing the electrical

solar supply chain increases, developers will come under increasing pressure from these

grid; it’s about creating a better world for all.”

stakeholders to ensure the materials for their projects are ethically sourced.
LevelTen is heartened by the actions developers have already taken to address these
In LevelTen’s Q1 2021 Developer Survey, 68% of developer respondents said they were

issues, and wholeheartedly support the SEIA’s actions to build awareness and commit its

working to improve their practices and tracking related to social and environmental

membership to taking action. The SEIA hosted a webinar (watch recording) on this topic

justice as a direct result of buyer preferences. One-third said they had been asked

for those interested in learning more.

directly during the PPA proposal process to disclose human rights protections
throughout their supply chains, and that percentage is likely to increase as awareness
grows. Renewable developers are closely examining their sourcing practices, and will
increasingly choose to work with upstream producers that are transparent in their
operations, and that have human rights protections firmly in place.
LevelTen and its partners are committed to working with corporations to ask the right
questions, gather supply chain data to increase transparency, and participate in programs
like the SEIA’s Solar Supply Chain Traceability Protocol, to make procurement decisions
that not only bring more renewable generation online, but protect the rights of people
everywhere. We strongly encourage buyers using our Platform to make their ethical
sourcing requirements known during the RFP process, as such preferences can act to
create a ripple effect across the industry and accelerate the shift to a renewable supply
chain free from human rights violations.
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LevelTen Developer Survey:
Solar PPA Prices Likely to Increase Due to Rising Costs
LevelTen conducted a survey of 33 solar developers with PPA price
offers on the LevelTen Energy Marketplace to understand how
they’re responding to rising supply costs.

What actions are you taking as a result of the rising price of polysilicon and solar
modules? (select all that apply)

• The majority of solar developers —73%— reported that they are
increasing PPA prices to meet the rising cost of polysilicon and
solar modules. “Despite higher prices, we do not expect demand
for solar PPAs to soften in the near term,” said Rob Collier, Vice
President of Developer Services at LevelTen Energy.
• The rate of project development will continue. Only 12% of
developers said they are delaying projects, and no respondents
said they are planning fewer projects. Nearly one-third plan to
lower their own rate of return, likely in an effort to stay pricecompetitive among other renewable projects in the market.
• “U.S. sanctions against Chinese polysilicon suppliers violating
human rights adds pressure to an already constrained solar
supply chain. However, developers, construction companies,
and module suppliers will, and already are, shifting their supply
chains to meet the high demand for solar while also avoiding
problematic suppliers. We expect PPA prices to stabilize as new
supply chains emerge,” said Collier.
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Renewable Energy Development is a Relay Race:
Here’s How We All Get Faster
By Bryce Smith, Chief Executive Officer, LevelTen Energy
As you well know, we’re all in a race against global warming. If we don’t
dramatically accelerate the clean energy transition, we all lose. But renewable
energy project development isn’t an individual sport, it’s a relay race. To win,
we need peak performance from every athlete on the team, not simply a great
performance by the anchor runner. What’s more, we can’t drop the baton.
In order to bring more renewable projects to market, more quickly, we need
better coordination between companies. Consider this: A utility-scale wind or
solar asset under development can transfer ownership three or four times. The
initial owner may secure the land and initiate interconnection and permitting
work. This developer might then hand the baton to a larger developer to
secure the PPA, finalize design, and arrange construction financing. Once the
project is operational, this second developer could sell the project to a third
entity: a long-term owner-operator that runs the anchor leg.
Until now, the industry has largely passed renewable project batons in
the dark, awkwardly fumbling about, without the benefit of transparency,
technology, or standards that make for a smoother handoff and a faster
process. To sell an asset, most owners still take a for-sale-by-owner approach,
developing custom marketing materials and emailing industry contacts. With
limited visibility into potential willing buyers, the sellers aren’t well-positioned
to execute a rapid and successful process. Conversely, the larger developers
that seek to fill their project pipelines have no way to assess the total
landscape of available opportunities. Moreover, evaluating the economic and
development feasibility of someone else’s assets is a laborious process. Bottom
line: buyers and sellers can’t say, with confidence, that they’re getting the best
offer or the best asset in the market.
Q2 2021
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Renewable Transaction Infrastructure to Scale the Industry
LevelTen Energy’s mission is to accelerate the clean energy transition by
facilitating frictionless transactions. We started by making one relay leg much
faster: the leg in which the developer secures a power purchase agreement
(PPA). The LevelTen Energy Marketplace is now the global hub for renewable
energy PPAs, as it comprises more than 470 developers, each logging in regularly
to update their project information. By bringing buyers, advisors, and sellers
together in a centralized marketplace, and by delivering the tools and services to
execute deals quickly and safely, LevelTen has dramatically accelerated the PPA
process.
12

Renewable Energy Development is a Relay Race:
Here’s How We All Get Faster
With the launch of the LevelTen Asset Marketplace, an online marketplace
for renewable energy asset acquisition and divestiture we’re delivering the
renewable transaction infrastructure required to accelerate deals between
asset buyers and sellers. At launch, the Asset Marketplace software supports
sell-side transactions, enabling owners to post assets available for auction, and
allowing potential acquirers to submit bids through the platform. Soon, the Asset
Marketplace will streamline buy-side transactions, enabling buyers to issue RFPs
and collect seller responses, painlessly.
With this launch, we’re accelerating the M&A leg of the race, allowing buyers and
sellers to reach the widest audience with minimal effort. But we won’t stop here;
we’re committed to expediting every segment of the race, building the renewable
transaction infrastructure that brings transparency, liquidity, and standards to
scale the clean energy market.
I’d like to thank the entire LevelTen team for their tireless work on bringing
this product to life, including our Vice President of Asset Marketplace, Patrick
Worrall, who managed this launch from the ground up.
Anyone who is interested in learning more about participating in the LevelTen
Asset Marketplace should email DeveloperServices@LevelTenEnergy.com for
more information.

Request credentials for the LevelTen Asset Marketplace to instantly browse assets for sale or
request proposals from LevelTen's vast network of developers
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LevelTen Developer Survey:
Asset Divestiture Takes Upwards of 6 Months
• When asked how long it takes to sell an asset such as a wind
or solar project, nearly 70% of developers reported that it
takes 6 months or longer.

In your experience, how long on average does it take to secure a buyer for one of
your assets, from decision-to-sell to close?

• More than one-fifth of developers said that it takes nearly
one year or more to sell an asset.
• “In order to bring more renewable projects to market, more
quickly, we need better coordination between companies.
A utility-scale wind or solar asset under development
can transfer ownership three or four times. That’s why
we launched the LevelTen Asset Marketplace, an online
marketplace for renewable energy asset acquisition and
divestiture. The Asset Marketplace software supports sellside transactions, enabling owners to post assets available
for auction, and allowing potential acquirers to submit bids
through the platform. Soon, the Asset Marketplace will
streamline buy-side transactions, enabling buyers to issue
RFPs and collect seller responses, painlessly,” said Bryce
Smith, CEO of LevelTen Energy.
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Price Index Comparison by Technology
Quarterly Aggregate Price Indices - P25
From Q1 to Q2 2021:
•

The Blended P25 Index, which is a combination of wind and solar in all countries,
increased less than 0,40€, or 0,9%.

•

The P25 Index for solar projects increased by 1,9%, to 42,40€ per MWh,
compared to 41,60€ in Q1 2021.

•

The P25 Index for wind projects remained effectively flat during Q2, decreasing
by only 0,02%. It currently sits at 47,72€ per MWh.

Year over year:
•

The technology-blended P25 Index rose 3,4%, or $1,50€ per MWh.

•

The P25 Index for solar prices has remained flat, decreasing by less than 0,01€
per MWh.

•

The P25 Index for wind increased by 3,00€, or 6,7%, compared to Q2 2020.

Each regional Index is for the 25th percentile, or the boundary of the lowest 25% of
offer prices from project developers. The overall wind, solar, and blended indices are
aggregations of the individual P25 regional components. We prefer to use the P25
Index because it provides a standardized measure for competitive pricing within each
geography, while safeguarding sellers’ confidential information. In general, we would
expect the majority of PPA transactions to occur within this most competitive pricing
band.
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Solar PPA Offer Prices by Country
Solar PPA Prices by Country
25th Percentile Offer Prices (€/MWh)
In Q2 2021, the market-level P25 PPA price offers for solar
projects ranged from 30,50€ in Spain to 53,40€ in the UK.
“During Q2 2021, Spain solidified itself as the most competitive
solar market, and now hosts the lowest solar PPA prices in all of
Europe,” said Flemming Sørensen, Vice President of Europe at
LevelTen Energy. “Plentiful irradiance, a massive solar pipeline, and
high amounts of competition are continuing to drive down prices
— and increase interest from corporate offtakers — in this highly
liquid solar market.”
“The industry’s phenomenal growth is not without the potential
for downside, however. Buyers in the Spanish solar market are
growing increasingly concerned over price cannibalization risks
as Spanish solar buildout accelerates. Because solar projects
only produce during daytime hours, an increasing amount of
solar generation also means more projects are competing for
daytime electricity demand. In California, this same phenomenon,
sometimes called ‘solar value deflation,’ has resulted in the state’s
average wholesale price for solar falling 37% since 2014,” said
Sørensen.
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Q2 2020 to Q2 2021

Solar P25 Price Indices by Country
Quarterly Country Price Indices - Solar
25th Percentile Offer Prices (€/MWh)
Highlights:
•

Spanish P25 solar prices dropped for their fourth-straight quarter in Q2
2021, falling by 10,3% compared to Q1. Year-over-year, Spanish P25
solar prices have dropped by 17,3%.

•

Solar prices in the UK rose by 6,3% during Q2 and currently sit at 53,40€
per MWh.

•

Polish P25 solar prices rose by 6% in Q2.

•

Solar prices in Denmark increased 14,1% quarter over quarter, and now
sit at 39€. Year-over-year, Danish solar prices have risen 30%.

“Danish solar PPA prices have been rising steadily over the past year. Situated
between two distinct wholesale energy markets in Norway and Germany,
Denmark’s wholesale electricity prices reflect a push-pull dynamic, as
energy being sent between Nordic and German markets is subjected to price
adjustments via the Electricity Price Area Difference (EPAD) mechanism.
As German wholesale market prices continue to rise, Denmark’s wholesale
electricity costs rise as well, which in turn drives PPA prices upward,”
explained Sørensen. “Sweden and Finland are less impacted by this price
dynamic and therefore remain competitive. Despite the lower irradiance
compared to southern Europe, Nordic solar projects offer interesting NPV
projections for corporate buyers with limited price cannibalization risks.”
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Wind PPA Offer Prices by Country
Wind PPA Prices by Country
25th Percentile Offer Prices (€/MWh)
In Q2, the market-level P25 PPA offer prices for wind projects
ranged from 28,00€ in Sweden to 67,60€ in Ireland.
“As a whole, European wind prices remained effectively flat during
Q2 2021. Nordic markets continue to be attractive for wind, and
Spanish wind offer prices keep declining as well,” said Sørensen.
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Q2 2020 to Q2 2021

Wind P25 Price Indices by Country
Quarterly Country Price Indices - Wind
25th Percentile Offer Prices (€/MWh)
Highlights:
•

During Q2 2021, P25 Spanish wind prices dropped by 6,2%
from Q1, and now sit at 34,00€ per MWh.

•

Finnish and Swedish wind prices, already among Europe’s
lowest, continued to drop during Q2.

•

P25 wind prices in the UK rose by 2,6% during Q2 and now
rest at 56,70€ per MWh.

“The increase in UK wind prices is likely tied to rising wholesale
power prices. Increasing fuels costs have been pushing wholesale
power prices in the UK up for some time. This is also likely a major
factor behind the rise in UK solar prices this quarter as well,”
Sørensen explained.
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Markets with the Highest % of Offers from Developers
Lithuania Netherlands
0.66%
Sweden 1.32%
2.63%

This quarter, Spain surpassed Italy to become the market with
the highest percentage of offers from project developers on
the LevelTen Energy Marketplace, with 36,18% of all offers.
The increase is significant — Spanish projects comprised 24,8%
of LevelTen Energy Marketplace offers during Q1 2021 — and
shows just how substantial and rapid the Spanish renewable
market’s growth continues to be.

Denmark
3.95%
Finland
5.26%

Poland
5.92%

Spain
36.18%

Italy ranked as the second-largest PPA market this quarter with
19,08% of Marketplace offers, while the UK ranked third with
14,47% of all offers.
“Italy continues to be a hot market for solar development, but
also suffers from lengthy interconnection queues and arduous
permitting red tape, which can slow down the development
process and prevent supply from keeping pace with demand,”
said Sørensen. “A recently introduced Italian law attempts to
streamline the permitting process, but only time will tell how
effective this will be.”

Germany
7.89%

United Kingdom
14.47%

Italy
19.08%
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Project Sizes
Projects by Power Source
The vast majority (81,5%) of European projects with offers on
the LevelTen Energy Marketplace were solar projects. Year-overyear, solar projects have steadily increased their share of the
overall project technology mix, rising from 73% of all projects on
LevelTen’s European Energy Marketplace in Q2 2020, to 81,5% in
Q2 2021.

Power Source by Project Size

“Compared with wind, solar projects tend to be easier to build,
have shorter construction times, and can have an easier permitting
process. However, price cannibalization can be much worse
with solar, while wind behaves much more closely to traditional
baseload generating resources,” said Frederico Carita, Manager of
Developer Services - Europe, LevelTen Energy.
Median project sizes for both solar and wind are growing. In Q2
2021, the median size of wind projects was 50 MW, and the
median size of solar projects was 36,4 MW.
“Average project sizes continue to increase for both wind and solar
in Europe; an indication of a maturing market and growing demand
for large amounts of renewable energy. In Q4 2020, the median
wind project size was 40% smaller at 30 MW, while median solar
projects were nearly 65% smaller, at 12,9 MW,” said Will Jolley,
Director of Technical Sales at LevelTen Energy.
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PPA Prices by Target Commercial Operation Date
25th Percentile PPA Prices by COD
P25 Index prices for solar projects were highest for those with a
commercial operation date (COD) of 2021, coming in at 51€. For
solar projects with a COD of 2022, this number drops significantly,
to 38€. For projects with a 2024 COD, P25 prices are 30€.
Wind prices sorted by COD mirror solar’s trend, and look to be
dropping steadily in the coming years; from 38€ in 2022 to 29€ by
2024, a 23,7% drop.
“The projected decline in PPA prices for solar projects can be
largely attributed to the fact that the 2023–2025 project inventory
is influenced by a larger amount of Spanish solar projects, as well
as Italian ones. For countries such as these with attractive project
economics, there is a higher amount of visibility and growth
than in other markets, which reflects greater optimism about
procurement and development over time. These hot markets can
drive the lion’s share of the project pipeline and move the average
anticipated PPA price in Europe closer to those in these countries,”
explained Jolley.

Target COD

Target COD
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PPA Price Ranges by Technology

PPA Price Distribution by Power Source
The range between the P10 and P90 Indices for solar projects was 26€, while for wind
projects it was 36€.
“Wind project economics can vary a great deal due to a variety of factors such as
permitting, construction, and maintenance costs — all of which can differ from project
to project — as well as the consistency of wind speeds in a project’s region. When
thoughtfully planned and developed, wind projects can make for truly terrific financial
returns,” Sørensen explained.

(€/MWh)
Solar

Wind

P10

30,50€

28,87€

P90

56,98€

64,91€
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PPA Term Lengths

During Q2 in Europe, the average term length for wind PPAs was
11.3 years, and for solar it was 11.7 years. In Q1, the average for
wind was 11.7 years, and for solar it was 11.9 years.
These averages are shorter than in the United States, where tax
equity financing puts upward pressure on PPA tenors. During Q2,
the average term length in the U.S. for both wind and solar PPAs
was 13.6 years.

Average Term Lengths
Solar

Wind

Europe

11.7

11.3

North America

13.6

13.6
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Additional Resources
Webinars

Educational Guides

Upcoming:

July 22ⁿd

→

LevelTen with Constellation:

“So You Still Want to Procure in 2021?”
How to get a PPA deal done before the end of the year

Previously recorded:

→
→

→
→

LevelTen with Engie Impact:

What Your Renewable Energy Strategy is
Probably Missing

→

LevelTen with 3Degrees:

→

The Art and Science of PPAs — Factors to
Consider Beyond the Numbers

LevelTen’s Comprehensive Guide to
Renewable Energy Certificates
10 Steps to a Virtual Power Purchase
Agreement
Corporate Accounting Considerations
for VPPAs
Common Terms and Conditions in a VPPA:
A Guide for Corporate Buyers
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Additional Resources
At LevelTen Energy, we’re committed to providing educational resources
and market insights for the renewable energy industry. Below are links to
our latest webinars and content. For more renewable transaction news and
analysis, visit Acceleration, the LevelTen Blog.

→
→
→
→

Latest News & Resources
June’s Can’t-Miss Clean Energy Stories
Every month, we round up important news and information concerning
renewable transaction infrastructure, PPAs, and new sustainability
commitments that you won’t want to miss.
Impact PPAs: Setting a New Bar in Renewable Energy
ProcurementCorporate renewable energy buyers that want to maximize their
positive impact should consider the human and environmental aspects of
building a new solar or wind project, from workforce development to human
rights protections to wildlife conservation. Here are five things to consider for
those interested in adding an environmental and social justice lens to the PPA
selection process.
6 Project Development Fundamentals All Developers Should Know
The development of utility-scale, grid-connected renewable energy projects
is a complex venture encompassing multiple parallel workstreams. These are
the six project development fundamentals that all developers should know to
successfully bring their projects to market.

→
→
→

Act Now
Corporate renewable energy buyers should act now to secure the best
renewable PPAs as prices continue to rise, competition for the best offers is
increasing, and the clock is running out to procure in time to hit sustainability
targets by 2025.
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→

Biggest Renewable Energy Stories of Q2:
Major companies unite to push climate solutions
A collective of major corporations, including Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and
Disney, are set to collaborate with the U.N. and other major environmental
groups to scale funding for climate solutions. The Business Alliance to Scale
Climate Solutions will act as a centralized forum where companies can
collaborate on clean energy projects.
White House Agrees to Bipartisan Deal with $73B in Power Grid Spending
President Joe Biden announced a deal for a bipartisan framework that will add
$579 billion in new spending on a variety of infrastructure priorities, including
$73 billion on power infrastructure. The deal is expected to result in thousands
of miles of new transmission lines, and would create a new Grid Authority to
oversee the power infrastructure upgrades.
Big Oil Held to New Levels of Climate Action
On May 26th, shareholders and courts demanded major changes from oil
giants: a Dutch court ordered Shell to reduce its emissions by 45%, Chevron
shareholders passed a resolution forcing the company to slash its Scope 3
emissions, and Exxon shareholders, backed by BlackRock, voted to install
several new board members with the intention of upping the company's
decarbonization efforts.
Department of Energy to Allocate Billions for Grid Modernization
Corporate renewable energy buyers that want to maximize their positive
impact should consider the human and environmental aspects of building a new
solar or wind project, from workforce development to human rights protections
to wildlife conservation. Here are five things to consider for those interested in
adding an environmental and social justice lens to the PPA selection process.
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LevelTen Energy, Inc. and its affiliates (collectively, “LevelTen”) provides a renewable energy
marketplace and platform comprising certain proprietary software, data analytics, contract
templates, and related tools and processes, to aggregate renewable energy buyers and
sellers, allowing the parties to connect and transact efficiently (collectively, the “LevelTen
Platform”). The information contained in this report is provided for general informational
purposes only and does not constitute advice regarding the value of or advisability of
entering into any particular renewable energy transaction. The information is based upon
data inputs to the LevelTen Platform provided by developers and other third parties,
and LevelTen makes no representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or
reliability of such third-party data. Renewable energy transactions involve substantial risk
of loss, and parties are strongly advised to consult with professional and legal advisors
prior to entering into any given transaction. Access to or use of the information contained
herein does not establish a “client” or “customer” relationship with LevelTen within the
meaning of any applicable laws or regulations. The LevelTen Platform is not designed or
intended to allow users to place orders or enter into self-executing transactions within the
Platform, and the offer, acceptance and contracting process for all transactions shall take
place directly between buyer and seller, in their sole discretion, with the LevelTen Platform
merely providing tools and information to help facilitate such transactions.
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